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ABSTRACT 
Two context-free grammars are defined as being structurally.equivalent if they 
generate the same sentences and assign similar parse trees (differing only in the labelling 
of the nodes) to each. It is argued that this type of equivalence is more significant than 
weak equivalence, which requires ot~y that the ~same sentences be generated. While 
the latter type of equivalence is in general undecidable, it is shown here that there 
exists a finite algorithm for determining if two arbitrary context-free grammars are 
structurally equivalent. A related result is a procedure for converting an arbitrary 
context-free grammar into a structurally equivalent "simple" grammar (S-grammar) 
where this is possible, or else indicating that no such grammar exists. The question of 
structural ambiguity is also studied and a procedure is given for determining if an 
arbitrary context-free grammar can generate the same string in 2 different ways with 
similar parse trees. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of the context free (abbreviated CF) grammar as a method for specifying 
programming languages and even subsets of natural languages has received a great deal 
of attention in recent years [1]. 1 In addition to being used for descriptive purposes, 
CF grammars have been used, in conjunction with the idea of the syntax-directed 
compiler [2] to facilitate the implementation of programming languages. Thus many of 
the properties of such grammars have considerable practical significance and are well 
worth exploring. 
It is well known that there is no possible algorithm for determining whether two 
arbitrary CF grammar are weakly equivalent in the sense that they generate the same 
language [3]. Note that in many particiJlar cases, it may be possible to find an ad hoc 
* An abbreviated version of this paper was presented at the 8th Annual Symposium on 
Switching Theory and Automata, Austin, Texas, October 18-20, 1967, and appears in the 
Proceedings of that conference (IEEE Conference Record 16C56) pp. 7-13. 
* This author is with the Department of Electrical Engineering, Columbia University, NYC. 
He participated in this work in his capacity as a consultant and temporary employee at RCA 
Laboratories. 
An extensive bibliography is included ift this reference. 
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proof that two grammars are weakly equivalent, and of course by displaying a string 
generated by one grammar but not by the other, the contrary may be established. 
What cannot be done is to find a finite test that works for all pairs of grammars. 
Fortunately, from a practical point of view, weak equivalence is not the crucial 
relationship. I f  a grammar is intended for use in a situation entailing the translation or 
interpretation of strings of symbols (as in a compiler or information retrieval system) 
then it is necessary that the grammar impose a meaningful structure on the sentences 
of the language. Consider, for example, the grammar G 1 below, which describes the set 
of all valid unparenthesized arithmetic expressions involving a variable v and the 
operations of multiplication and addition (. and +).  For example, v 9 v + v 9 v 9 v 
would be in the language generated. 
S.---,. v l Qv 
Q--*v+lv - lv+QIv .Q  
(The right sides of each production for a given NTS (nonterminal symbol) are called 
its alternates, and they are separated by the metasymbol [ .) 
Note now the structures assigned by this grammar to various strings of the language. 
The parse tree for v 9 v + v 9 v is shown in Fig. 1.1. 
V.  V +V.V  
0 
! 
I 
S 
FIO. 1.1. 
The syntatic elements for this grammar are semantically meaningless. Thus, for 
example, no significance can be attached to the subexpression 
obtained at the second level in Fig. 1.1. 
The same language can be described by grammar Ga below in a meaningful manner. 
S - -~A 
A-~MIM+A 
M- -*v lv .M 
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The structure assigned by Gz to the same sentence analyzed above is shown in Fig. 1.2. 
Note that here the phrases are all significant in terms of the rules of arithmetic. 
V.  V + V 9 V 
M 
t A 
! 
A 
I 
S 
FIG. 1.2. 
Although G~ and G 2 are weakly equivalent, this fact is not very relevant from a 
practical point of view since it would be unusual to consider a grammar such as G 1 
which structures entences in a nonsignificant manner. (An exception might be if G 1 
were in a form that facilitated fast parsing so that it could be used to determine quickly 
whether or not a sentence were valid.) 
A more pertinent question that might be asked is whether two grammars Gi and G~ 
are structurally equivalent in the sense that they not only generate the same sentences 
but that they structure these sentences in the same manner. 
The grammars G3 and G 4 below both describe the language composed of arithmetic 
expressions in Polish prefix notation, bounded by end markers and with variable v and 
the binary operations of addition and multiplication. If t is a valid sentence in this 
language, then G 3 and G 4 will both assign the same parse trees to t, except for node 
labels. 
G3 
S-~ VEl i rn l  
E- -~ v I " EE  1 " EA  I " AE  I " AA  
A -~ +AA I +AE I +EA ] +EE 
G A 
Fnl 
B- -*  v [ . BB  I +BB 
For example, the sentence r +v  + 9 vvv]  would be parsed as in Fig. 1.3 (a) according 
to G3 and Fig. 1.3 (b) according to G4. 
Note that the trees are geometrically identical, but that there is no simple 
correspondence r lating the node lables. 
57I/2/4-7 
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FIG. 1.3. 
In this example, G 4 is an S-grammar z [4] which is particularly amenable for parsing, 
whereas G 3 is not an S-grammar. However, (5;3 has the advantage that translation rules 
can be written for it in a particularly simple manner to transform Polish prefix form 
sentences into infix form. Thus we have an illustration of the fact that structurally 
equivalent grammars may differ in significant respects. In Section 7 we shall show how 
to convert an arbitrary CFG into a structurally equivalent S-grammar if possible. 
It will be shown in this paper that there does exist an effective procedure for 
determining whether or not two arbitrary CF grammars are structurally equivalent. 
In Section 2 the procedure is sketched and the proof of its validity outlined. A 
rigorous development appears in the succeeding sections. 
As will be made evident in Section 3, the problem of determining if two grammars 
are structurally equivalent in the sense discussed here is equivalent to that of deter- 
mining if two corresponding "parenthesis grammars" are equivalent. This latter 
problem has been solved by McNaughton [7], although the authors did not learn of 
this until after the solution presented here was developed. Later, Knuth [7] found 
still another solution to the equivalence problem for parenthesis grammars. These 
solutions are all distinctly different, and should be of interest to the serious reader 
since they illuminate the problem from many different angles. 
Another form of structural equivalence is introduced by Nievergelt and Seth [8], 
and applied to a subclass of context-free grammars, the linear grammars. 
2. INFORMAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE ALGORITHM 
If we wish to test two grammars G 1 and G2 for structural equivalence, a straight- 
forward approach would be to examine the strings derivable from each in one step, 
two steps, etc., comparing the generation trees for each. The trouble here is that we 
won't know when to stop if no inconsistency appears at an early stage. A somewhat 
2 An S-grammar is a CF grammar all of whose productions begin with terminal symbols 
and where no two alternates for any nonterminal symbol begin with the same symbol. 
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more sophisticated approach would be to compare the grammars o as to obtain a 
sequence of sub-problems involving the strings derivable from various combinations 
of the nonterminal symbols (NTS) of G 1 and (72 . For example, consider grammars 
G 1 and G2 below: 
cl 
S a -+ AdB [ EfG [ff[ Ed [ Gd [ Be 
A -~ de [ EE ] GeG l e ] eA 
B -~ dd [ Ae 
E--~ Be ] GE [ BA 
G-~eG ] e 
G2 
S 2 -~ Md I MaR [ KdL [ f fM  lift Jd I Re 
L - *e  [ eL 
M-~ de l JL l e [ eM 
R--~ dd l Me 
J -~  Re IZJI  RM 
K--,- de [LL IMeM 
If  G 1 and G~ are equivalent, hen any terminal string that is the right side of an S I 
production must be the right side of an S 2 production and vice versa. This is the case, 
here sinceff is an immediate derivative of S x and $2, and no other terminal string can 
be so derived from either. 
A form is a pattern consisting of a string of symbols that are either terminal or $, 
the latter replacing NTS's. Thus the form corresponding to BDef is $$ef. Since Be 
is another alternate of S 1 , there must be at least one alternate of S~ of the form $e, and 
the strings derivable from alternates of this form must have the same structures in 
G 1 and in G~. Thus, Be in G 1 and Re in G 2 must generate structurally equivalent 
languages. We may drop the terminal symbols and conclude that B in G 1 and R in G~ 
must produce structurally equivalent languages. 
In a similar manner we note that there are alternates of S 1 having the form Sd. 
Hence there must also be at least one alternate of $2 having this form, which is the case. 
Thus, in G t the union of the set of strings derivable from Ed and Gd must constitute 
a language structurally equivalent to that resulting from Md and Jd in G 2 . We may 
omit the terminal symbols and, using q- as a symbol for set union and ~ as a symbol 
for structural equivalence, write 
E+G~M+J  
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The form of the above expression suggests the term "linear equation". In order to 
continue the process being described, we would in effect form a new NTS in G 1 , 
calling it S1E o whose alternates constitute the union of the sets of alternates for E and G. 
The NTS S2m I , formed in a corresponding manner in G 2 would then be matched to 
SIE ~ by matching sets of alternates with the same forms. Note that the new NTS's 
Sir  c , etc. never appear on right sides of productions. 
If  this process is continued and only linear equations appear, then it must terminate 
after a finite number of steps, since only a finite number of different linear equations 
can be formed from the finite alphabets of NTS of any pair of grammars G1 and Gj.  
Thus, if Gi and G~ are linear grammars (no right side of any production has more than 
one NTS) it is a straightforward matter to show that the process outlined here will 
always terminate finitely. 
Returning to our example however, we note that EfG is a right side of S1, matched 
by ffM, an alternate of $2. Hence we require that if t is a string derivable from/~fG 
in G 1 then t must also be derivable with the same structure from JfM in G~. This is 
equivalent to saying that if (Xt,  X2) is an ordered pair of terminal strings derivable in 
G t from E and G respectively, then (X1, X2) must also be derivable in G~ with the 
same structure, from J and M respectively. Using • as a symbol for cartesian product, 
we may abbreviate this as 
E•  
This, in turn can immediately be seen to be equivalent to the pair of linear equations 
E ~ J and G ~ M, so that no serious difficulty arises at this point. 
Thus encouraged, we examine the fifth (and last) form of production for S 1 and S~, 
namely $d$, represented by AdB for $1 and MdR and KdL for 82. Following our 
earlier reasoning, we conclude that S 1 ~ S~ requires 
A xBTMxR+KxL  (1) 
Here a fundamental difficulty arises since there is no set of linear relations equivalent 
to (1). (The temptation to believe that the pair of relations A ~ M + K and 
B ~ R +L  is equivalent to (1) should be resisted.) 
If we are forced to continue our process using nonlinear elations then, in general, 
arbitrarily complex nonlinear elations will develop (involving perhaps terms such as 
[E • E] • A) and there will be in general an ever growing number of relations to be 
considered. 
However, although no one set of linear relations is equivalent to (1), it is possible to 
find (by an enumerative process) that there exists a family J" of sets Ft ,  F2, F 3 
and F 4 of linear relations (listed below) such that if all of the relations in any set are 
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valid, then (1) is valid, and such that if (1) is valid then all of the relations in at least one 
set are valid. 
=M+K 
8 
~L 
=R+L 
8 
=M+K 
8 
~R 
TR+L 
Verifying thatF  t for example implies (1) is not difficult, but it is not so easy to see that 
the validity of (I) implies the validity of at least one of the Fi's. 
A basic result derived in this paper (Section 4) is that such linear families can be 
found for every nonlinear relation of the kind we are considering (a construction is 
given). Since, as has been pointed out earlier, there are only a finite number of linear 
relations possible among a finite number of NTS,  if follows that the number of sets, 
and hence families of sets, of linear relations is also finite. 
Now we can outline the algorithm. First, S t and S~, the distinguished NTS's  of 
the given grammars Gt and G 2 , are equated, the terminal strings derived directly are 
compared, and a set of relations, some linear and some nonlinear are obtained, one 
each right side form for S t .  
under discussion, the sets of directly derivable terminal strings both 
and the relations obtained from the other forms are: 
corresponding to 
In the example 
consist of onlyff, 
(a) BvR 
(b) c+E 
(c) E x C 
=M+J  
8 
~JxM 
(d) A xBTM• 
In general, the relations obtained will be in terms of unions of cross products, 
although some will be degenerate in that they may involve linear, or even single terms. 
Utilizing a generalization of the result referred to earlier, a family ~ of sets of linear 
relations is then generated such that $1 ~ $2 if, and only if, at least one member set of 
is all valid. 
Each relation in ~ is then used to generate a set of nonlinear elations by replacing 
each NTS with the union of all of its alternates and equating alternates on the left with 
those on the right having the same form. Then utilizing a further generalization, 
a family ~ of sets of linear relations is found such that a member of ~ is all valid if, 
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and only if, some member of ~ is all valid. The process now becomes repetitive in 
that each family of nonlinear elations generates a family of linear relations, and each 
family yields a nonlinear family so that a sequence of linear families ~,  ~ .... results. 
A linear relation is immediately false if when each NTS is replaced by all of its 
alternates, a form appears on one side which is not present on the other side. Clearly an 
immediately false relation is not valid. In our example, G + E ~ M + J is  immediately 
false, since upon substitution we obtain 
eG + e + Be + GE + BA ~ de + JL + e + eM + Re + L J  + RM 
The left side lacks the form de, which occurs on the right side. 
If, during our process some ~ turns out to have an immediately false relation in 
each of its sets (in which case ~ is called immediately false), then the process terminates 
with the decision that G a and G2 are not structurally equivalent. However, if G 1 and G 2 
are structurally equivalent, this cannot happen and the process will continue until an 
is generated for the second time. Once this occurs, with it must eventually, since 
there can only be a finite number of different families of sets on linear relations on a 
finite alphabet of NTS's,  then nothing new can happen and again we terminate the 
process. 
We may extend this concept "immediately false" to cover nonlinear relations by 
referring to k-tuples of forms. Then it can be generalized further by defining a 1-false 
relation as on which is immediately false and an n-false relation as one which generates 
an (n --  1)-false relation after each NTS is replaced by the union of all of its alternates, 
and the resulting terms with corresponding forms are grouped on each side and 
equated. Thus, in our example, R = B is not  1-false but it is 2-false, since i/  W M is 
1-false. 
We shall now outline the proof that if, in the algorithm, the "looping point" is 
reached without any ~ having been found to be immediately false, then G 1 and G2 
are structurally equivalent. This can alternately be stated as "if $1 ~ $2 then for some 
n, ~ is immediately false". First two preliminary points must be made. 
(1) If  ~ ; ,  one of the linear families described above, is n-false, then the corre- 
sponding nonlinear family obtained in the algorithm (by substitution of alternates for 
NTS's)  must be (n -- 1)-false. This should not be difficult to see (and is proved in 
Section 5). 
(2) A less evident point is that if a nonlinear family is n-false, then the corre- 
sponding linear family referred to in the algorithm is also n-false (see Section 5). 
Now if S 1 ~ S 2 then for some n, ~Yl ~ $2 is n-false. The linear family (4 )  next 
obtained is also n-false by (1) and (2). From this an (n -- 1)-false nonlinear family is 
derived, which in turn leads to an (n --  1)-false linear (~) ,  and so forth. Thus, ~ is 
(n --  i q- 1) and so ~ is immediately false, which establishes the desired result. 
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Note that an easily verifiable necessary condition for the structural equivalence of 
two grammars is that i f f i  is a form of an alternate of one grammar, then it must also 
be a form of some alternate of the other (assuming that each NTS 's  of both grammars 
occurs in the derivation of some terminal string). 
The algorithm may be extended to cover a slightly more general type of equivalence 
in which, when comparing parse trees for a given string, unary nodes are ignored. 
That is, if G 1 and G~ assign the parse trees of Figs. 2.1(a) and 2.1(b) respectively to the 
indicated sentence we might consider these trees are being essentially equivalent. 
o b c d a b c d 
I Sl $2 
I I 
(a.) (b.) 
Fxo. 2.1. 
In order to test for this form of equivalence, we first replace all alternates consisting 
of single NTS 's  by all of the alternates for the single NTS and then apply the basic 
algorithm. Thus for example, if in G x the alternates for A and B are: 
A--+ ab [ AeB [ HH 
B--+ fa [ A l Bd 
then we would leave the A productions unchanged, and replace the A alternate of B 
with all of the A-alternate obtaining 
B---~ fa [ab ] AeB [ HH [ Bd 
Apart from increasing the number of productions, and eliminating unary nodes in the 
derivation trees, such a transformation has no effect on the language and its structure. 
3. SOME BASIC DEFINITIONS AND PROPERTIES 
The following definition and notation conventions are similar to those used in most 
discussions of formal syntax. However, it should be noted that 
1) Our use of the symbol -% and our definition of a derivation is slightly more 
restrictive than that commonly used. Our usage is included in the usual usage and 
2) Our definition of a language is slightly generalized so as to include the usual 
language definition. 
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GRAMMAR, LANGUAGE, DERIVATION 
DEFINITION 3.1. A context-free grammar (all grammars we discuss here will be 
context free) G, is a set of rules or productions of the form A -+ co, where A is a member 
of a finite set of nonterminal symbols (NTS), VN, associated with G, and eo is a finite 
concatenation or a string of the members of the vocabulary of G, V ---- V N u Vr,  
where VT in turn is the set of terminal symbols (TS) associated with G. S ~ V N is the 
designation we will use for a particular nonterminal symbol called the starting or 
distinguished symbol of G. 
CONVENTIONS 
Unless otherwise specified we use 
Small Latin letters at the beginning of the alphabet (a, b, c, d, e,...) for terminal 
symbols. 
Small Latin letters at the end of the alphabet (...s, t, u, v, w) for strings of terminal 
symbols only. 
Capital Latin letters at the beginning of the alphabet (A, B, C, D, E,...) for 
nonterminal symbols. 
Small Greek letters for strings containing symbols from V, i.e., containing a 
mixture of terminal and nonterminal symbols 
Capital Latin letters at the end of the alphabet (...S, T, U, V,//V) for sets of 
strings of NTS and TS. 
DERIVATIONS AND LANGUAGES 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let co = taA x ."  tnAjn+a,  with t~ being terminal strings or null, 
and A i being NTS in G, (any mixed string can be so represented). And let 
o = tlg 1 "" tngnt~+ 1 . Then co --~ g in G if {Aj --~ ~ [ j = 1 to n} are all rules in G. Note 
that by this definition a single derivation step requires substitution for all NTS. We 
abbreviate co = col __, co2 _+ ... __+ con by co n-l--* c~ Note that for any string co, co -~ co, 
and that for any terminal string t, t -~ t, i ~ 0. 
We will consider only grammars, G, in which for every NTS, A, in V~r there is at 
least one derivation A -+ t, with t a terminal string. 
m 
DEFINITION 3.3. I f  M is a set of mixed strings in the vocabulary of G then the 
nth expansion of M in G is defined as 
M ~~ ---- M 
and for n >~ 1 
M (n) = {~ ] ~ ~ M and [a --* ~ or (a --~ ~, i ~ n, and ~ is terminal)]} 
n i 
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That is, M (n) is the set of all mixed strings derivable from members of M in n steps, 
and terminal strings derivable from members of M in no more than n steps. 
If M is a set of mixed strings in Gj,  then the language generated from M in the 
vocabulary of Gj is symbolized Lj(M). L~(M) = {xlx  is a terminal string in the 
vocabulary of Gj and x ~ M i in G for some finite i}. 
The language generated by the grammar G~ is Lj( S). 
For simplicity we shall use the notation M1 ~- M2 to mean LI(M1) = L2(M2) ,
where Mi is a set of mixed strings. 
A set of strings W of NTS is linear if all its members are single NTS;  it is nonlinear 
if all its members are strings of one or more NTS. 
DEFINITION 3.4. The form (called stencil in [6]) of w, symbolizedf(o~), is a string 
constructed from ~ by replacing every NTS in oJ with the symbol $ ($ is assumed not 
to be one of the terminal symbols), e.g., if co = [aBdEF] thenf(w) =- a$d$$. 
If  W is a set of mixed strings then the form of W, symbolized f (W) ,  is the set 
f (W)  = {f(oJ) I oJ s W}. 
The purpose of this paper is to show that the problem of determining if two context 
free grammars are "structurally equivalent" is effectively decidable. There are a 
number of equivalent ways of defining "structural equivalence". One way which is 
direct and descriptive is the following (here we use "generating tree" as usually 
defined.) 
DEFINITIOZ~ 3.5. Two trees are congruent if merely by relabelling they may be 
made the same. Let ti eL(Gi) and let T(ti) be a generating tree of t~ in Gi. Then 6;1 
is structurally equivalent to G~ if for every distinct pair (tl, T(ta)), there exists a pair 
(t2, T(t2)) such that t 2 = tl ,  T(q) is congruent to T(t2), and conversely for every dis- 
tinct pair (te, T(t2) ) there is at least one pair (t 1 , in(q)) such that t a = t 2 and T(t~) is 
congruent to T(t,). 
Although this is the definition of structural equivalence which actually motivated this 
work, we have found the following equivalent definition more convenient to work with. 
DEFINITION 3.6. Let G be a grammar with productions {Ai--+ w, ] i=  1 to n}. 
Then [G], the parenthesized version of G is the grammar with productions 
{Ai --+ [wi] [ i = 1 to n} where "[" and "]" are special brackets that are not terminal 
symbols of G. [G] is called a parenthesis grammar. 3 
DEFINITION 3.7. Two grammars G 1 and G2 are structurally equivalent if 
[G1] ~ [G~]. (The brackets used in constructing [G1] and [G~] are the same and are 
not in either G 1 or G2 .) 
3 Parenthesis grammars include the more special "bracketed grammars" (Ref. 5) in which 
the right side of rules are surrounded by indexed, brackets, the index essentially identifying the 
rule. 
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The relation between ested bracketing and trees is well known, see [5] for example. 
Nevertheless we give a brief informal argument for asserting that these two definitions 
of structural equivalence are equivalent. The justification rests on the fact that a 
terminal string, t, of a parenthesis grammar contains the information about structure 
of its derivation tree implicitly in the arrangement of its brackets. That is - -  by looking 
at t one may reconstruct the structure of the derivation tree of t. Thus, since in order 
for two structured grammars to be equivalent there must be for each t generated by 
one an equal t generated by the other, and since furthermore the equality of the 
terminal strings implies equality of the bracket structures and therefore of the 
derivation trees, we may conclude that if two parenthesis grammars have equivalent 
languages they are "structurally equivalent" as defined in the first of our two 
definitions. 
On the other hand from the structure of a derivation tree of a terminal string t in an 
unstructured grammar one can easily see what the string in the corresponding 
parenthesis grammar will look like under the same derivation. In fact under the same 
derivation the same terminal string t will be produced in the parenthesis grammar 
except that there will be brackets interspersed in t reflecting the derivation tree. 
Thus for example if t ~ tat2t~t4t 5 and is produced from G by the tree of Fig. 3.1. 
t I tz t3 t4 t5 
I 
$ 
FIG. 3.1. 
then t = [[ttt~][tat4ts]]  will be produced by the same tree in [G]. So if two grammars 
G t and G~ both produce t with the same form (unlabetted nodes) of derivation tree 
then [Gt] and [G2] will both produce t, identically bracketed with the same derivation 
tree. 
4. SET EQUATIONS AND INTERSECTIONS 
As was pointed out in Section 2, the finiteness of our algorithm depends in part on 
the existence of a finite procedure for finding, for any nonlinear equation, an equivalent 
finite family of finite sets of linear equations. The principal purpose of this section is 
to develop such a procedure. 
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The results below apply to arbitrary sets, and are perfectly general in nature. 
However, in order to orient the reader as to how this material fits in with the central 
discussion, we shall point out now that the set elements may be considered as terminal 
strings, that the set names correspond to the NTS generating the sets, and that the 
cartesian products and equations correspond to the similar looking entities in Section 2. 
The following notation will be used, where -4t, Bt, Ci ,  Di ,  Lt~, Ro- are possibly 
infinite sets 
BASIC NOTATION 
If  A and B are sets 
A'  is the complement of A 
A + B is the set union of A and B 
A r~ B is the set intersection of A and B 
A • B is the cartesian product of A and B 
~.A i = A~ + A.+I "'" + Am 
t=n 
( • A i  = A.  n A .+ I  "'" n A,~ 
i=n  
i a t  = A n x A .+ I  "" x Am 
t~n 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let ~L, and AL be subsets of the integers 1, 2 ..... nL. Similarly for 
trR, ;~R and n R . Then a set equation EoAc, ~.i~, LAi  = ~iEo R C~ is consistent with an 
intersection 
if aL t~ A L and aR (~ AR are either both empty or both non-empty. It is often convenient 
to say in the preceding case that the set pairs (aL, aR) and (AL, AR) are consistent. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let d ~ be the set of all non-empty intersections (each of the form of 
IaA c in the preceding definition) with respect o the ,ets A i and C~ for i = 1 to nLj ---- 1 
to n R . Then the equation E, Ac , ~ i~ L Ai  = ~*R Cj is valid iff it is consistent with 
every member of jr .  
Proof. (a) Suppose EoA c is not consistent with some member IaA c of J .  Then, 
without loss of generality, we may assume from Definition 4.1 that o L n A L = 0 and 
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an (~ AR=7~0. Thus i fp ~ IaAc, it belongs to 3~j~oR C~ (since some k ~ aR is in An and the 
corresponding Ck contains p) but not to ~.i~oL As,  and hence EoAC is invalid. 
(b) Suppose EoAc is false. Then, without loss of generality, we may assume that there 
is some p in ~i~o L A s but not in ~j~oR Cj.  Let AL -~ {i I P ~ Ai} and AR = {j I P ~ Ci} 
so that the non-empty intersection IaAc belongs to J .  Since there is some k in aL such 
thatp ~ dk ,  and since by definition of / ,  this k is also in AL, it follows that aL n AL =7 ~ 0. 
But since no Ct with t E aR contains p, and since every C~ with u ~ An contains p it 
follows that aR C~ AR = 0 and hence Eoac is not consistent with IaAc 9 
n L nR LEMMA 4.2. The equation N, ~i=1 Ai • Bs = ~j~i  Cj X Dj is valid iff for every 
pair of sets of integers cr L and oR such that the intersection I,A c is non-empty it is also true 
that the equation E,B o is valid. (We shall say that Eo~z) is the BD-equation corresponding 
to the AC-intersection IoAc , since they are both characterized by the same pair of integer 
sets (r L and (r R .) 
Proof. (a) Assume N is valid and that p is an element of Ioa c . I f  Eo~z) is false, 
then without loss of generality we may assume that there is a q such that q 6 Bi for some 
i in qL and that q ~ Dj if j ~ on. Then (p, q) ~ ZiEo L (A i X Bi) C ~.in= L (A s • Bs). 
But (p, q) is not in ~i=1 Ci • Dj (due to the absence of q from ~J~R Dj). This implies 
that N is false, a contradiction. Hence Eono must be valid and the "only if" part is 
proved. 
(b) Assume now that N is false. We shall show that there is a non-empty intersection 
of the form Oflox c such that the corresponding equation Eon o is false. Without loss of 
generality we may say that there is a pair (p, q) contained in the left side of N but not 
in the right side. Let aL = {i I P e As} and aR ~ {j I P e C~}. These integer sets define 
a non-empty intersection of the form of loac.  Since (p, q) is in the left side of N, andp 
appears only in the A-sets with subscripts in (rL, it follows that q ~ Zs~o L B~. Since 
(p, q) is not in the right side of N it similarly follows that q ~ ~JE~ D~.. Then E~Bo is 
false and the "if" part of the lemma is established. 
Suppose now we have an equation N as in the preceding lemma. We shall construct 
a finite family Lf~BCl~ (nL, nR, 2) ~ {L 1 , L 2 ..... L~}, where each L s is a set of linear 
equations each having the form Z'A~ = Cs or XBs ~ XDs,  such that N is valid 
iff every member of at least one L~ is valid. 
Before proceeding with the formal definition we pause to explain the matter 
intuitively. Suppose we knew exactly which intersections I~ac are non-empty. Then 
we could write down the set of all equations Eo~z) for each such (r. By Lemma 4.2 the 
equation N "s valid if and only if all these equations are valid. By Lemma 4.1, the 
knowledge of the emptiness and nonemptiness of the intersections gives us a set of 
linear equations involving the A's and C's. Thus from the knowledge of the emptiness 
and non-emptiness we get a set of equations, some of the form Eoac and some of the 
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form Eono 9 But we have no direct way of knowing which intersections Ioac are empty 
and which are non-empty; thus we must be content with proving only the existence 
of a family of sets. 
DEFINITION 4.2. The linear family s (nL, nR, 2) (which we shall often refer 
to as s when no confusion will result) consisting of sets L 1 ,L  2 ..... Lk of linear 
equations is constructed as follows: 
1. Choose a set 51 of set-pairs ~1i = (axiL, aliR) of nonempty integer sets (whose 
members range from 1 to nL and from 1 to nR). 
2. Let ~1 be the set of all set-pairs consistent with every member of 51 9 (~t  can be 
found by means of a finite enumeration of all sets of set-pairs and the application of 
Definition 4.1. More efficient processes exist [9] but there is room for further study 
here.) 
3. Let (~1 be the set of all set-pairs consistent with every member of ~1 9 
4. Let L1A c be the set of A C-equations corresponding to the set-pairs of ~1,  and let 
LIn o be the set of BD-equations corresponding to the set-pairs of oK1. Now we set 
L 1 = L1.4 c W L1B D . 
5. Repeat steps 1-4 for all possible different sets 51 ,  G/2 .... , ~t .  Note that it is 
possible for different n-sets to generate the same L-set. In such cases duplicate L-sets 
are discarded. 
LEMMA 4.3. At least one L-set of the family ~ described in Definition 4.2 is valid iff 
n L n R the equation N, ~-~i=1 Ai X Bi = ~i=t Ci • Dt is valid. 
Proof. Assume N is valid. Depending on the detailed composition of the A, B, C, 
and D sets, at least one finite set of AC-intersections must include all of the non-empty 
AC-intersections. Each of these must correspond to some A-set used to construct one 
of the L-sets of L, ~ (by step 5 of Definition 4.2 all possible sets were so used). Let us 
focus our attention on one of these, calling it L j .  Then by Lemma 4.1, the L~ac 
equation of L~ must be valid. By Lemma 4.2, every set-pair corresponding to a 
non-empty BD-intersection must correspond to a valid AC-equation, and so all of the 
set-pairs corresponding to non-empty BD-intersections must be included in the set 
g~ (Definition 4.2). But the L~Bo-equations are all consistent with every non-empty 
BD-intersection. Then by Lemma 4.1 again, they are all valid and so L~. is valid and 
the "if" part of the lemma is established. 
Assume now that L s , a set in ~ is valid. Let ~r be the complete set of non-empty 
AC-intersections, with J as the corresponding set of set-pairs. Then by Lemma 4.1, 
JAr is consistent with LjAc, and hence, by construction of L~ac in Definition 4.2, 
J is consistent with ~ j .  Eut every set-pair consistent with all members of :~, belongs 
to r and so Jr C c~j. Since the L~Bo equations correspond to the r set-pairs, it 
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follows that every non-empty AC-intersection corresponds to a valid BD-equation. 
Hence, by Lemma 4.2, N is valid and the "only if" part of the lemma is proved. 
THEOREM 4.1. Given an equation 
nL ~ ~R 
E l-[ Li, = E I-I Ri~ (1) 
i=1 5=1 t=1 j~ l  
where the Li~ and Rii are possibly infinite sets. There exists a finite family ,,~(nL , n1r m) 
of finite sets of linear equations of the form ~i~.LLij = ~.i~oR ij such that (1) is valid iff 
every equation in at least one member of ~' is valid. 
Proof (By induction on m). The theorem is trivially true for m = 1 and has been 
shown to be valid for m = 2 (Lemma 4.3). Assume now that it is true for 
1 ~< m ~< k - -  1 and consider the case for m = k. 
Note first that, for k = m, (1) is equivalent to 
(I-ILl • Li~ = Ri • Ri~. 
i=1 \ t=1 / i~ l  
(2) 
This can be shown by establishing a 1-1 correspondence b tween the components of 
the two equations. 
Since (2) can be considered as equating sums of cartesian products of pairs of sets, 
Lemma 4.3 can be applied. Hence there exists a family of sets of equations ~e(nL, nR, 2) 
such that (2) is true iff all of the equations in at least one of these sets are valid. Further 
by Lemma 4.3, each member F~ of .Lf can be divided into two parts: Up consisting of 
equations linear in the Lik and Rik, and V~ consisting of equations V~q that are linear in 
/g-i k--I (I~j=l Li~) and (1-L=x Ri~). 
Now consider a particular V~q equation. Since this is of the form of (1) with 
m = k --  1, by the induction hypothesis, there is a family of sets of equations W~qr of 
the form ~LL I~ = ~o~R i~ (aL and as are subsets of integers between 1 and k -- 1) 
such that V~q is valid if all of the equations of at least one of these sets is valid. 
The family .s nR, k) can now be constructed as follows: 
a) Choose a member of ~(nz,  nR, 2) (that is, choose a p). 
b) For each Vvq in the selected V~, select a set W~q,. (choose an r for eachp and q). 
c) Then the tth member of .s nR, k), L~, consists of Up and the set of 
W~q/s, a set of equations of the form ~'.ieaLLij ~ ~i~o R Ri~ 9 
d) The members of (nL, ns, k) comprise all sets L~ that can be chosen by this 
process. 
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Assume now that (1) is valid. Then by Lemma 4.3 there is a valid set of equations 
consisting of an equation U~ and a set of equations Vv . The validity of each V~ of V~ 
implies the validity of one of the sets of linear equations Wmr by hypotheses. But this 
set consisting of U v and the members of the W~qr's is a member of the ~(nz ,  nR, k) 
constructed above. This establishes the " i f "  part of the theorem. 
Now assume that all the equations of a member of the ~q(nL, nR, k) constructed 
above are valid. Then there is a valid equation U~ and a valid set of equations Wvq r for 
each q corresponding to a V~q equation in the set Vv, where U~ and Vq together 
constitute L~, a member of ~(nL ,  nR, 2). Thus each of the V~q's are valid (by 
construction of ~q~(nz., nR ,  k) and the induction hypothesis and hence V~ is valid. It 
follows then that L~ is valid and therefore, again by construction and Lemma 4.3, 
(1) is valid, which completes the proof of the theorem. 
Let us denote by v the truth value of the proposition that a nonlinear equation such 
as (1) above is valid, and by A the truth value of the proposition that a linear equation 
such as those constituting the members of the L-sets above is valid. Subscripts will be 
used to identify particular v's and A's. Then if V denotes a Boolean sum and A a 
Boolean product, Theorem 4.1 may be expressed by saying that for every vi ,  there 
exist Aak's such that 
qi 2aij 
j=l k=l 
That is, vi can be expressed as a Boolean sum of products of A-terms. Note that the 
elements of each product correspond to the members of an L-set in ~o. 
Now suppose we wish to express the proposition that all members of some finite set 
of vi's are true. This is equivalent to Aia=l v i , and an expression for this in terms of h's 
can be obtained by "multiplying" corresponding sides of a set of equations of the form 
of (3) to obtain 
= A (4)  
i=l i=i ]=i k=l 
But since the right side of (4) is simply a Boolean expression i  A's, and, as is well 
known, any Boolean expression can be converted into an equivalent sum-of-products 
form, it follows that (4) can be converted to such a form. (Operationally, this can be 
done here by "multiplying out", since in Boolean algebra multiplication is distributive 
over addition). Thus, without specifying the process in detail, (4) can be converted to 
the form 
VA (5) 
which establishes: 
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COROLLARY 4.1.1. Given any finite set S of nonlinear equations (of the form of (l) 
in Theorem 4.1) there exists a finite family ~LP of finite sets of linear equations such that S 
is valid iff at least one set in the family is valid. 
Applying a similar argument, suppose we have a finite family of finite sets of 
nonlinear equations and wish to consider the statement that at least one of these sets 
is valid. Using the same notation as above, this can be expressed as a proposition of the 
form V~=I A~'I vhi 9 Summing both sides of (5) we obtain an equation of the form 
VAv= VVAA (6) 
where the right side can be rewritten to yield 
VA v = VA A 
since Boolean addition is associative. This establishes : 
COROLLARY 4.1.2. Given any finite family 5ax of finite sets of non linear equations, 
there exists a finite family ~ of finite sets of linear equations such that at least one set in 
~1 is valid iff at least one set of ~ is valid. 
5. EQUATIONS INVOLVING PARENTHESIS GRAMMARS 
In this section we shall establish the basic theorems referred to in Section 2, that 
are necessary for proving the validity of our algorithm. In order to be able to use 
Definition 3.7, a convenient definition of structural equivalence, we must first show 
how the results of Section 4 can be applied to parenthesis grammars. In order to 
accomplish this we must show that cartesian products of sets correspond to 
concatenates of strings produced in a parenthesis grammar by concatenates of non- 
terminal symbols corresponding to these sets. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let A and B be nonterminal symbols of [Gi], and let _~ = Li(A ) 
(Definition 3.3) and B = Li(B). Then there is a 1-1-correspondence between the members 
.ff • B and the members of Li(AB). 
The proof is obvious. 
Now we can apply all of the results of Section 4 to parenthesis grammars, by 
replacing the cross-product by concatenation, interpreting the sets as NTS of 
parenthesis grammars, and interpreting the set elements as terminal strings. The 
principal result of that section is Corollary 4.1.2. In order to develop the other necessary 
lemmas, we shall have to consider the structural properties of parenthesis grammars, 
and a few more definitions will prove useful. 
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DEFINITION 5.1. (a) If  E is an equation, then let EL and ER be the left and right 
sides of E respectively. 
(b) An equation E is n-false iff(E(L n)) :;Lf(E(Rn)). A set of equations is n-false if at 
least one member is n-false. A family of sets of equations is n-false if every set in it is 
n-false. 
(c) If  the Mi(i = l, 2 ..... n) are mixed strings, q is a form, and k an integer, then 
the form set tiM(q, k) = {i [ q ef(M~k)}. 
Three preliminary lemmas are useful in establishing our next principal lemma. 
LEMMA 5.1. I f  [aA(q, k), ac(q, k)] is a pair of sets, not both empty, inconsistent with 
(AL AR), then Eaa c is k-false. 
Proof. The inconsistency implies that for some j, j ~ aA(q, k) and j ~ AL, but that 
for no i is i E ac(q, k) and i ~ AR (or that the same statement is valid with L and R 
interchanged and A and C interchanged. Henceforth in such cases we shall make a 
choice without referring to the alternative when it is clear that no loss in generality is 
thereby incurred.) Thus q ~f(A~k), where A t is on the left side of Eaac, but there is 
no term Ci on the right side of Eaac such that q 6f(Ci~). Hence EaAc is k-false, as 
was to be shown. 
LEMMA 5.2. I f  the equation N, 
nA nc  
Ai • Bi = ~ Ci • Di 
i=1 i=1 
is k-false, then there are forms p and q such that the form-set pairs [aa(p, k), ac(p, k] 
and [an(q, k), aD(q, k)] are inconsistent. 
Proof. I f  N is k-false, then there must be forms p and q and an integerj  such that 
p ~f(A~ k)) and q ~f(B~ k)) and such that for no i(1 <~ i ~ nc) is p ~f(Ci k) and 
q ~f(Dik). Then clearly aa(P, k) c~ an(q, k) is not empty, but ac(p, k) n ao(q, k) is 
empty which establishes the lemma. 
LEMMA 5.3. I f  the equation N, 
nA nc  
Ai > B i = E Ci X n i 
i=1 i=1 
is k-false, then the corresponding linear family s of Lemma 4.3 is also k-false. 
Proof. I fN i s  k-false, then by Lemma 5.2, there exists a pair of formsp and q such 
that the form set pairs x = [aA(p, k), ~c(P, k)] and y = Jan(q, k), ao(q, k)] are 
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inconsistent. Neither x nor y can consist of 2 empty sets since in that case they could 
not be inconsistent. 
2. Let L,~ be any member set of ~ with Lmac and LmBD designating the set pairs 
corresponding respectively to the ./IC and BD equations of Lm. Suppose now that x 
is consistent with every member of L,,ac and that y is consistent with every member 
of LmBD 9 
3. Then x ~L,oBD since by Definition 4.2 (of .W), LmBD consists of all set pairs 
consistent with every member ofL,~ac 9 
4. But ifx ~ L,~no andy is consistent with every member ofL,~nD, theny is consistent 
with x, in contradiction to the definitions of x and y in Step 1. Then the supposition 
in Step 2 that x is consistent with every member of L,,Ac and y is consistent with every 
member of L,~BD must be false, and it must be that: 
(a) x is inconsistent with some member ofLmAc, say PAc or 
(b) y is inconsistent with some member ofLmBo, say Pro). 
5. I f  (a) is true then the equation of Lm corresponding to PAc must be k-false by 
Lemma 5.1, and if (b) is true, then the equation of Lm corresponding toPBz) must be 
k-false. In either case, L,n is k-false, and since the same argument could be made for 
any set of 5r it follows that .W is k-false, thus concluding our proof. 
We can now establish the preliminary theorem needed to prove the validity of the 
algorithm. 
THEOREM 5.2. I f  the equation 
•L m ~t R rrt 
Y 13 L,, = E H R,, 
i=i ,=i ,=i j=i (i) 
is k-false, then every member of ~(nL, nR, m) (as constructed in theorem 4.1) contains 
a k-false equation. 
Proof. (Similar to that for Theorem 4.1, using induction on m). 
The Theorem is trivially true for m = 1, and has been proved valid for m = 2 
(Lemma 5.3). Assume now that it is true for m = t --  1, and consider the case m = t. 
The truth of equation (1), for t = m, is equivalent to the truth of 
(as indicated in the proof of Theorem 4.1). 
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If (2) is h-false, then, considering it as an equation in products of pairs of sets, it 
follows from Lemma 5.3 that each member of the family -W(nL, nR, 2) contains a 
h-false equation. Some of these equations are linear in the Lit and Ri~ variables and 
others are linear in terms of r-I~-lL and t-a I-I~=1 Rij Paralleling the argument of 1 l j= l  i~ 
Theorem 4.1, it follows that, under the induction hypothesis, if an equation linear in 
1-I~=~ Lii and I-I~--~ Ri~ is false then a set of equations linear in Lij and R~j is k-false, 
and the resulting set of k-false linear equations will be so distributed as to have a 
member in each member of the ~P(nL, nR, t) family constructed as in Theorem 4.1. 
Now assume that v and A are propositional variables that indicate whether corre- 
sponding nonlinear and linear equations respectively are k-false (for example A is true 
if the corresponding equation is not/-false for any i ~ h). Then Theorem 5.2 can be 
expressed by 
qi ~ij 
j= l  k= l  
where the symbol ~ used in the following relations means logical implication, and 
paralleling the arguments used to justify Corollaries 4.1.1 and 4.1.2, we can write 
Vv~ => A V A ~ A V ~k~ 
and 
VA vh~ =~ VA Ahi#~ 
which justify the following two corollaries: 
COROLLARY 5.2.1. Given a finite set S of nonlinear equations, there exists a finite 
family of .o~P of finite sets of linear equations uch that if any member of S is n-false, then 
every member of ~ contains an n-false equation. 
COROLLARY 5.2.2. Given a finite family N 1 of finite sets of nonlinear equations, there 
exists a finite family N~ of finite sets of linear equations uch that if every member of 
contains a h-false equation, then every member of ~ also contains a h-false equation. 
Having established the required results regarding transformations of families of sets 
of nonlinear equations into families of sets of linear equations, we now turn to the 
corresponding results for proceeding in the reverse direction, which involves replacing 
linear equations and nonlinear equations as explained in Section 2. Since the formal 
development seems disproportionately long compared with the relative simplicity of 
the underlying concepts we shall state here the basic definitions and proof of the 
essential theorem in an informal manner, reserving a more precise treatment for the 
appendix. 
DEFINITION 5.2. (a) If e is a linear equation (eL is the left side of an equation eand 
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eR is the right side) then N(e), the nonlinear expansion of e, is the set of nonlinear 
equations obtained by equating for each form in e those terms of eL with that form to 
the corresponding terms of eR, deleting the terminal symbols. (This was illustrated in 
Section 2.) 
(b) I f L  is a set of linear equations {el, e2 ..... en} then the nonlinear expansion N(L) 
is the set of equations N(L) = (3~=~ N(ei). 
(c) I f  ~,o is a family of sets {Lt, L~ ,..., L~} of linear equations, then the nonlinear 
expansion of aLP is the family of sets {N1, N 2 ,..., N,}, where Ni-~ N(Li) for 
i ---- 1, 2,..., n. 
THEOREM 5.3. I f  X is a linear equation, set of linear equations, or family of sets of 
linear equations then: 
(a) I f  X is valid, so is N(X). 
(b) I f  X is k-false, then N(x) is (k -- 1)-false. 
Informal Proof. (a) If  X is a linear equation, then if any member d of N(X) is 
false, it means that there is a string t derivable from dL that is not derivable from d R . 
But a corresponding string t* is necessarily generated by XL,  and if X is valid, then 
X R must also generate t*, which would mean that d R would have to generate t, a 
contradiction. Having established (a) for X an equation, the result for sets and families 
of sets follows at once. 
(b) Again assume X is an equation. I f  X is k-false, then some string r can be 
generated in k steps from XL but no string with fromf(oJ) can be so generated flom 
XR 9 But the first step in the derivation of oJ produces a term (minus outer brackets and 
terminal symbols) in dL, where d is an equation of N(X). I f  d were not (k --  1)-false, 
then it would be possible to generate from dR in (k --  1)-steps a form corresponding 
to that of oJ. But this would mean that a term with formf(~o) could be generated in k 
steps from XR, a contradiction establishing N(X) is also (k --  1)-false. The general- 
ization to sets and families of sets is quite simple as in part (a). 
6. THE TEST FOR STRUCTURAL EQUIVALENCE 
We are now in a position to state formally our test for structural equivalence and to 
establish its validity. The structure of the algorithm is shown by the flow chart of 
Fig. 6.1. 
I f  G 1 and G 2 are the grammars being compared, then, according to Definition 3.7, 
they are structurally equivalent if and only if [(;1] and [G~], the parenthesized versions 
(Definition 3.6), generate the same sets of terminal strings. Let S 1 and S 2 be the initial 
symbols of [G1] and [Ge] respectively. Then the problem becomes one of determining 
whether or not S1 ~= $',, and this is the starting point of the procedure. 
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FIO. 6.1. Flow chart of algorithm. 
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First we generate the nonlinear expansion JV o of the linear equation S1 =-- $2 9 The 
equivalence of $1 ~ $2 to this set is established by Theorem 5.3. Note that if 
f(S~ 1~) :# f(S~ 1~) we can immediately conclude that S x ~ Sz and terminate the process. 
In fact we could not set up ~o if this were the case. 
Assuming now that f(S] 1)) =f(S~ 1~) we continue by generating from the set r o 
of nonlinear equations a family .L~' 1 of sets of linear equations such that the validity of 
.Z' 1 is equivalent to the validity of ~o (Corollary 4.1.1). Here and in succeeding applica- 
tions of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 and their corollaries the multiplication operation (x) is 
to be interpreted as meaning concatenation as in the discussion immediately following 
Theorem 5.1. An iterative process is entered next. 
Utilizing Theorem 5.3 we generate from .L~ax a family of nonlinear equations 
whose validity is equivalent to that of ~Pt 9 Note again that the theorem permits us to 
terminate the process with a negative answer if, for each set in ~t ,  there is an equation 
EA~ = EBi which is 1-false, i.e., where f(~A~ ~') ::~f(~.B~X)). 
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The process continues now with the formation of linear family ~ from nonlinear 
family ~t  using Corollary 4.1.2 so that -'~2 is equivalent o ~.  I f  Lfi+ 1 (in this case 
i = 1) has been generated earlier in the procedure, then the algorithm is terminated 
with a positive result. (The justification for this will be briefly postponed). 
I f  Lfi+l is new, then an equivalent nonlinear family ~+1 is generated from it by 
Theorem 5.3 again, and the argument for terminating with a negative answer is the 
same as that given in connection with the generation of ~ .  
The process of generating alternatively linear and nonlinear families using 
Corollaries 4.1.2 and 5.3.2 is continued until one of the terminating points referred to 
above is reached. Note that the validities of each member of the sequence of families 
(Sl-  S~)= ~o, ~o, ~ ,  ~ ,  ~,... 
are all equivalent to one another and hence to the structural equivalence of G 1 and G 2 . 
This of course is why if we can establish that one of the ~ is false due to a mismatch 
of forms, it immediately follows that (71 and G2 are not structurally equivalent. 
Next we show that the iteration eventually ceases to generate new families. This is 
a consequence of the fact that the number of different .iPi's for a given pair of grammars 
is finite. Suppose that G 1 and G 2 have n 1 and n 2 nonterminal symbols respectively. 
Then the number of subsets of the G x symbols (which constitute the possible left 
sides of our linear equations) is 2 nl, and the number of subsets of O 3 symbols (the 
possible right sides of the linear equations) is 2 ~. Hence the number of different 
linear equations e12 for a particular pair of grammars G 1 and G~ is a finite number 
2,,1+n~. Now the number of different sets of these linear equations 12 = 2 ex~, also a 
finite number. Finally, the number fx2 of different families of these sets is 2 ~1~, also 
a finite number (finite but rather large quantity, since f l  2 ---- 222n1+~). 
Hence, if G 1 and G 2 are structurally equivalent, eventually an -Wi would be repeated, 
thus halting the algorithm. However we must still show that if G x and G 2 are not 
structurally equivalent hen a negative xit will be reached. (So far only the converse 
has been established.) 
Assume now that Gt and G 2 are not structurally equivalent so that S t ~ S 2 . Then 
there is some finite n ~> 1 for which, S t -~ S 2 is n-false (Definition 5.1). By 
Theorem 5.3 it then follows that ~0 is (n --  l)-false. Theorem 5.3 then indicates that 
Lf 1 is also (n - -  1)-false. Now, in general, if ~ ,  for i = 1, 2,..., is k-false, then 
Corollary 4.2.2 states that .Lfi+ 1 is also k-false. Furthermore Theorem 5.3 states that if 
-Wi, for i ---- 1, 2,..., is k-false, then M/ii+t is (k --  1)-false. Combining these two 
statements, we see that if ~o is (n - -  1)-false, then ~ is (n --  2)-false, ~ is (n -- 3)- 
false, and ,/V~_ 2 is 1-false. But, since the "form mismatches" tested for each time an 
is produced are simply tests for 1-falseness of Jf~i, the algorithm will indeed 
terminate correctly after a finite number of stepsfS t ~ 8 3 . Hence if all possible Lfi's, 
and hence ~ 's  have been generated without such an exit occurring, we can conclude 
that S t ~ S 2 . This establishes our principal result, namely: 
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THEOREM 6.1. There exists an effective algorithm for determining whether or not two 
arbitrary CF grammars are structurally equivalent. 
7. STRUCTURAL EQUIVALENCE WITH S-GRAMMARS 
Making use of the ideas developed in the preceeding sections, we shall now present 
an algorithm for generating a structurally equivalent S-grammar (see the exampte and 
definition in the introduction) corresponding to a given CFG. I f  no such CFG exists, 
the algorithm will terminate with an indication of this fact. 
The algorithm proceeds by generating productions for the new grammar, starting 
with those for the distinguished symbol. New NTS's, are continually generated, and 
previously generated NTS's are occasionally equated to one another. The process 
terminates successfully if at some stage all of the NTS's currently being generated 
are equated to previously generated NTS's. It terminates unsuccessfully (aproof that 
no S-grammar is structurally equivalent to the given grammar) if an equation used to 
derive a production fails to satisfy some easily verifiable necessary condition. 
The algorithm will be developed here in an informal manner, although it should not 
be difficult to fill in the details of a formal proof of validity. 
Suppose now we are given a CFG, G with distinguished symbol S. (Assume that 
every rule of G is used in generating at least one sentence.) Clearly, since every 
grammar structurally equivalent to G consists of rules with the same forms of the rules 
of G, it follows that if any rule of G begins with a NTS then no S-grammar can be 
structurally equivalent to G. 
Let the target S-grammar be Gs with distinguished symbol X 0 . Since X 0 = S 
(Read "X  0 is structurally equivalent to S".) it follows that X 0 must have a rule for 
every form of S. Furthermore, since X 0 is part of an S-grammar it cannot have more 
than one rule with a given form (else it would have two rules starting with the same 
terminal symbol). Finally, if S has two rules with different forms starting with the 
same terminal symbol, it is impossible to satisfy the two conditions on the set of rules 
for X o and hence we could conclude that Gs does not exist. 
Assume now that it is possible to construct exactly one Xo-rule for every S-rule 
form without violating the conditions on S-grammars. We then do so, labelling the 
NTS's as X1, X~, etc., introducing a new X~ for each $ of each form of S. Thus, for 
example we might obtain from 
S-+ aY~Y41aYsY2 I bc [ eY~ 
the rules 
Xo -+ aXlX2 [ bc [ eX 3 
The next step is to determine productions for the X~ just introduced. In our 
previous notation we have in effect the condition that X o ~ S implies N(X o ~ S). 
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In other words, for each rule for X o we equate the ordered sets of NTS's on the 
right sides of the S-rules of the same form. In our example, this gives us 
X1X2 7 Y~Y4 + YsYz and 
x~ v Y~. 
Note that there will always be a single product of X terms on the left, and a sum of 
Y-terms on the right. In the illustrative xample, there are four sets in the family 
namely 
IX1 V Y2 IX1 V Y2+Y5 
F1 X1 ~ Y5 F3 1X2 ~ Y4 
X2~ Y4+Y2 X2V Y2 
X3 ~ Y5 X3 V Y5 
Xx ~ Y~+Y5 X1 V Y~+ Y5 
F~ X~ v Y4 F4 X~ v Y2 
X2 V Y4-k Y2 X~ ~ Y~ + Y2 
x~ ~ Y~ x3 ~ v5 
We now branch to the first of these sets. First we note that the equations of a set may 
impose inclusion and equality constraints among the Y's. For example, F1 above 
requires that Y~ W Ys. The set F 2 requires Y2 to include Y5 and Y4 to include Y2. 
These constraints hould first be checked for immediate contradiction. Thus if 
(considering F2) Y5 has a form that is not also a form of Y~ then clearly Y~ can't 
contain Y5 and we may reject F~ at once. 
The second point is that if (as in F1) X 2 ~ Y4 + Y2, then the set of productions 
for X 2 must consist of exactly one production for each form of Y4 of Y2. But if in the 
set of right sides of Y4 and Y~ there appear two rules with the same initial symbols and 
different forms, then the set of X~ rules would have to violate the conditions for an 
S-grammar and so the corresponding family (F1 in this case). Of course the rules for 
any one NTS of G must also not violate this condition if Gs is to exist. 
If any of the above conditions are violated for any member of F i ,  then we examine 
the next set. If every set violates acondition then Gs does not exist. If a set passes the 
preliminary test, then we first eliminate redundant X-terms by noting that some of the 
X's may be equated to others indirectly by the F-equations (F t equates X 1 and Xa for 
example). Such sets of equal X's should be ~eplaced by single X's in all previous 
appearances (for example in the above case we would replace X 3 by X t in the X 0 
productions to obtain X o --+ aX1X 2 [ bc [ eX1). 
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Now we are ready to generate productions for each of the X's. AssumingF 1 is being 
used, in our illustration we generate the X 1 productions from the Y~ or u 
precisely in the same manner as the X 0 productions were obtained from the 
S-productions. Entirely new X-variables are introduced on the right sides. The X 2 
productions are obtained by treating the I14 and Y2 productions as one set and forming 
an X 2 production for each form in the set. 
The process is new repeated in that the X's on the right sides of each newly- 
formed production are equated to the unions of the corresponding G-productions 
of the same forms. From the resulting set of nonlinear equations a new linear family is 
formed, its sets tested for immediate violations, etc. When a set is found to be 
invalid, the next set in the family is tested, and if no valid set is found then we 
"back up" to the previous tage of the algorithm, deleting the productions formed 
during the current stage, and proceed as though the current set in that family were 
invalid. 
The algorithm terminates successfully when for some set all of the right sides have 
been encountered previously during the current path and hence used for previously 
generated X's. Hence all of the current X's are equated to previously generated X's 
and so no new NTS's or productions are required. The finiteness of the algorithm is 
established by the same sort of argument used for the equivalence algorithm, namely 
that all the right sides of the linear equations are subsets of the NTS's of G, and so 
there are only a finite number of different expressions for X's. 
When such a termination occurs, the generated productions, which by construction 
meet the conditions of S-grammar productions, do form a grammar structurally 
equivalent to G, since the construction parallels the steps of the equivalence algorithm 
of Theorem 6.1. As an example, consider the grammar GI below: 
S ~ aYIY4]aYsY4laYsY~[bb 
YI -~ aY3 
Y~ --~ ab l b Y3a Y~ 
Yn "-~ aY1 I aY5 I bY2:Y4 
Y~ ~ ab ] bywaY4 
Y5 "-~ b Y, aYz . 
We start by constructing 
where 
xo ~ :x lx :  [ bb 
x~x~ ~ Y~ + Y~Y~ + Y~Y, 
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One member of the linear family for the above quation (we spare the reader the details 
of the process of family generation) is: 
XI ~ YI ~ Yx + Ys ~ Y3 + Y5 
x :~Y,~Y,+Y:  
But the forms for Y1 do not include all of the forms for Y5 as required by 
Yx ~ ]11 + Y5 and hence this set is invalid and we must proceed to the another set 
in the family. We try 
X~ ~ Y3 ~ Y3 + Y~ T Y3 + Y5 
X2 ~ Yz ~ Y2 + Ya. 
Here there are no immediate contradictions. For example, the forms for Y~ include all 
forms of Y1 and Y5 9 Using these relations we generate the productions 
X~ ~ aX 8 I bX4aX5 
X 2 --+ ab I bX6aX~ 
and obtain the equations 
A set of linear equations 
x~ ~ ~+ Y~ ~ ~+ Y~+ Y~ 
x~x, ~ Y3Y~ ~ Y~Y~ + Y3Y~ 
in the family corresponding to the above set is 
x,  ~ Y, 
X5 7 Y4 v Y4 + Y~ 
X, T Y3 
X7 7 Y2 ~ Y2 + Y4 
There are no immediate contradictions among this set, with respect o the G x 
productions. But we see that since X 1 ~ Ya + Y1 ~ I13 + Y6 it follows that 
X1 ~ Y1 + Ya + Y5 and hence X s ~ Y1 + Y3 + Ys ~ -'I"1. Since X~ and X~ both 
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equal I/-2 it follows that X 4 H X2" Similarly X 5 H X2, Xe H )(1, and X 7 H X2" 
Hence no new produclions are needed and we have completed Gz H G1 as below: 
X o ---,-aX1X~[bb 
X 2 -'-)" ab t bXlaX~ 
The reader may verify if he wishes that G 2 is indeed an S-grammar structurally 
equivalent to G1. 
Some indications as to how this algorithm may be made more efficient will be found 
at the end of Section 8. 
8. STRUCTURAL AMBIGUITY 
It is well known [3] that there is no general algorithm for deciding if an arbitrary 
CFG is ambiguous in the sense that some terminal string has 2 derivations in the 
grammar. Similarly, the question as to whether 2 arbitrary CFG's have a non-empty 
intersection i  the sense that they generate common strings is also undecidable. Here 
we shall show that when the concept of structure is introduced, algorithms do exist 
for answering such questions. 
DEFINITION 8.1. A grammar is structurally ambiguous if it generates the same 
string twice with the same parse tree except for a relabelling of nodes. An obviously 
equivalent definition, in the light of Definition 3.7, is that grammar G is structurally 
ambiguous if [G] is ambiguous. 
For example, the grammar G below is structurally ambiguous. In particular, the 
string dede has the 2 derivations shown in parts (a) and (b) of Fig. 8.1. Note that if the 
d e d e 
' I B [ 
d e d 
fl 
I _ _  
8 
( 
I $ S 
(a.} (b.) 
Fro. 8.1. Two derivations of cede with the same parse tree. 
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rule S --* de is deleted from the grammar, then the resulting new grammar will not be 
structurally ambiguous. 
S-*  dAB I Be I Ae 
A --+ e [ Bed] AAd 
B ~ d [ Bed] Ae 
A few preliminary definitions and lemmas will be necessary. 
DEFINITION 8.2. The NTS A and B overlap in m steps, symbolized by A 0m B if 
there are 2 m-step derivations 
A : 0~0-"~ CXl"+ "'" ---~" 0t m 
B =/30-~/31~-- . -~/3~ 
such that 
1. am : /3 ,  (these are not necessarily terminal strings) and 
2. ai =~ fl~ for some i where 0 ~ i < m. 
The above and the fact that, as stated in Definition 3.2, t -7" t for i ~ 0 imply that 
A (]~ B then for any k ~ m, A ('le B. Note that A and B may be the same symbol, in 
which case we say that A is ambiguous in m steps. 
DEFINITION 8.3. The NTS A and B are said to overlap (if A and B are the same we 
say that A is ambiguous) written as A 0~ B if there exists a terminal string t and 2 
derivations 
A ~ ao--~ al--~ " " - -~  =t  
B =/30~&~. . . -~% =t  
such that ei :/=/34 for 0 ~ i < p and i < m. 
LEMMA 8.1. The NTS A and B of a parenthesis grammar overlap (or if A = B, then 
A is ambiguous) iff there is afinite integer m such that A ( ] ,  B. 
Proof. It is immediately obvious that A ~,~ B implies A 0~ B. 
If, on the other hand, A ~oo B then for some terminal string t there are derivations 
and 
B =/3o-~/3~-~ ... ~ /3 ,~ = t. 
Assume now that e~-t =~ t and/3--1 -7 ~ t (that is the derivations are not artificially 
lengthened by terminations of the form '-" -*  t --~ t). Then the length of each derivation 
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is determined by the depth of the nested parentheses in t and hence p = m (see 
definition 3.2). But then it follows from Definition 8.2 that A ('Ira B, completing our 
proof. 
LEMMA 8.2. In any CFG, A 01 B iff A ~ B and there is a mixed string ta and 
A --+ to and B --+ w. The proof is self evident. 
LEMMA 8.3. In  any parenthesis grammar, A O~ B for m ) 2 iff A 01 B or else 
there are rules of  the form A --~ ~ and B -+ fl where a = t lAlt~A ~ ... t ,Ant,+a, 
[3 = tlBlt2B ~ -'" t,~B~tn+ 1 (the ti are terminal strings, possible null, and the .4~ and Bi  
are NTS) such that for i = 1, 2,..., n, A i  = Bi or A i Ore-1 Bi  with A~ 0, , -1  Be for at 
least one j .  
Proof. (a) I fA  01 B, then by Definition 8.2 A 0, ,  B for every m ) 2. Now assume 
that it is not the case that A 01 B and that there are rules A --+ e and B --~/3 as in the 
hypothesis. Then sincef(a) = f([3), and since the corresponding NTS of a and [3 are 
either the same or can produce common strings via different (m -- 1)-step derivations, 
with at least one NTS in the latter category, it follows that there exists a mixed string to 
and a pair of different derivations. 
A -----~ ~ : o~i---+ ~2- -+ ""--->- Ot~ : to 
and 
B~[3  = [31 ~ [3~-~ ""  ~[3~ = to 
Hence A 0,n B, establishing the "if" part of the lemma. 
(b) Assume now that .4 0,n B. Then there exists a pair of derivations (not identical) 
A = (XO---+ (Xl---+ Or2---+ " " - -+  tX m = to 
and 
B = [30 ~ [31 ~[3~ "" ~[3~ = o,. 
Sincef(am) = f(to) = f([3,~), and since a 1 and [31 meet he conditions of Lemma A. 1 
(see appendix) except for the fact that they are enclosed in parentheses, which also 
enclose ~, and can be ignored, it follows from that lemma thatf(al)  = f([31). Then we 
can express these strings in the form 
a 1 = tlAlt~A~ ... t~AJ~+l 
and 
[31 = tlBlt2B2 "'" t,B~t~+l 
where the t's are terminal strings (possibly null) and the A's and B's are NTS. We note 
now that al ~ to and [31 ~ to. Given any i where 1 ~< i ~ n we can express al as 
~A~iPA . We can then partition to as to : toiltoi2toi3 such that ~ia ~ wia, Ai ~ toi2 
and Pia ~ ~ 9 Note that toi2 must be enclosed in parentheses sothat it must have been 
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produced by some distinct substring of/31 . Then COix and oJka must also be derivable 
from distinct substrings of/31 . Let A~ be the substring of/3 x that produced ~o~ 1 . Then 
by Lemma A.1, f(Ai~) = f(Aia). Since f(cr = f(fll) it can be concluded that Bi 
immediately follows p~ in a l .  It may similarly be concluded that Bi is followed 
immediately in ~ by the substring that generated oJi3 Hence B i ~ co~2 and Ai - - *  o~. 
for i = 1, 2,..., n. Therefore Ai : Bi or Ai ~,.-1 Bi for i : 1, 2 ..... n. Since the 
//--~ oJ and B ~-~ derivations are not identical, it must be that either A-76 B 
or d j  (],~-t B~ for some j. If A :/: B, and if A i : Bi for i : 1, 2 ..... n, then A 01 B 
(Lemma 8.2.) Finally, if A :/: B and for some j, Aj :;& B~, then A t (]m_lB~, 
completing the proof of the "only if" part of the lemma. 
We are now in a position to establish a basic theorem that leads to the results 
indicated at the beginning of the section. 
THEOREM 8. l. There exists a f in ite algorithm for determining whether or not A ~ B 
(where A may equal B) in any parenthesis grammar. 
Proof. Let 4 be the set of all pairs (X, Y) of NTS (X may equal Y) such that 
X 0 ,  Y. We shall show how 4 can be generated for i = 1, 2, 3 ..... 
1. ~ is found by testing all pairs of different NTS,  (X, Y) to find those which have 
rules with the same right sides. That is, if for some ~o there are rules X ~ ~o and 
Y --* ~, then (X, Y) belongs to 4 ,  by Lemma 8.2. 
2. Having found 4 for i = 1,2 ..... k - -  1, ~ is generated as follows: 
(a) I f  (X, Y) is in ~-1 ,  then (X, Y) is in ~.  
(b) For all other pairs (X, Y), (where X may equal Y) determine if there are 
rules X- -~t lX l t zX2"" t~X, t ,+  1 and Y- -~t lY l t~Y2" ' t ,Y~t~+ 1 such that for 
i = 1,2,..., n, X i  = Yi or (X i ,  Yi) E o~k_l, and for some j (X~, Yj) ~ 3"k_ 1 . 
By Lemma 8.3 every member of ~ can be so generated, and conversely, all pairs found 
this way are member of ~ .  
Since for all i, 4 --: 4 - i ,  and since there are a finite number of NTS  pairs, there 
must be some j such that 4 = 4 for all i >/j .  The algorithm terminates when an i 
is reached where ~ = 4 -1 -  In this casej  = i - -  1, and since every pair (X, Y) such 
that X (]~ Y for any i is in ~ j ,  it follows from Lemma 4. I that ~ contains all pairs 
(X, Y) such that X N| Y. Note that if ~11 is empty, then so is ~ ,  ~ ..... and no pair 
of NTS overlap. 
We may now state as corollaries several interesting conclusions about parenthesis 
grammars. 
COROLLARY 8.1.1. It iS decidable whether a parenthesis grammar is ambiguous. 
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Proof. A parenthesis grammar is ambiguous iff S is ambiguous, and this can be 
determined by application of the procedure of Theorem 8.1. 
COROLLARY 8.1.2. Given two arbitrary parenthesis grammars, it is decidable if there 
exist strings generated by both. 
Proof. First relabel the NTS of one of the grammars, if necessary, so that the two 
grammars have no NTS in common. 
Then form the grammar that consists of the union of all the rules of the two 
grammars and apply Theorem 8.1 to determine if the distinguished symbols of the two 
grammars overlap. 
It is worth noting that Theorem 1of McNaughton's paper [3] consists of a procedure 
for transforming a parenthesis grammar into an equivalent grammar with no 2 rules 
having the same right sides. This means that all overlap can be eliminated, and that the 
resulting rammar is unambiguous. It is necessary however to permit he existence of 
more than one distinguished symbol in order to carry out this procedure. Related 
results can also be found in Knuth's paper [7]. 
Theorem 8.1 can be used to simplify the computations involved in the structural 
equivalence t st of Section 6 and the transformation algorithm of Section 7. Consider, 
for example, the set of equations F~ produced in the first illustrative xample in 
Section 7. This set implies that Y~ = Yg. q- I14, and hence that II2 No~ Y4. But if the 
algorithm of this section indicates that this is false, then we may immediately discard 
F 4 . This is a more sophisticated check than that suggested in Section 7, which would 
have lead to the rejection o f f  4 at this point only if the forms of y~x~ and y~l~ were not 
the same. Alternatively, if McNaughton's procedure for transforming a grammar so as 
to eliminate all overlap is applied as an initial step in the transformation process 
of Section 7, then one can immediately reject all sets of equations implying any overlap 
among the NTS of the intermediate grammar. Further study of these considerations 
is now in progress. 
9. CONCLUSIONS 
There are a number of interesting consequences that flow from the decidability of 
the structural equivalence question. Consider, for example the question of reducing 
the number of rules of a grammar G while retaining structural equivalence. This can 
be accomplished by noting that the right sides of the productions of G,~, the grammar 
with the fewest rules that is structurally equivalent to G (there may be several-consider 
any one of them), are of the same forms as the right sides of G. Hence the longest 
right side in the set of G,~ productions i of the same length as the longest right side 
in the G production set, say n. Suppose that G consists of k productions. Then G,~ is 
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either G or some member of the set of grammars with the same terminal vocabulary 
as G, with fewer than k productions, and with each right side of length not greater 
than n. The number of NTS's of G,n is obviously bounded, since it can't exceed k. 
Given some particular number of NTS's  in Gk, the number of right sides than can be 
constructed corresponding to any particular form of G is finite and hence the total 
number of possible right sides is finite. Since for any one of these sets, the number of 
ways of assigning left sides is obviously finite, we may conclude that Gm is one of a 
finite set of grammars. These may be ordered with respect to the number of productions 
and tested one by one (starting at the low end) for structural equivalence to G. The 
first one bound to be so equivalent is then chosen as G~. 
In a similar manner it can be shown that given any CFG there exist algorithms for 
finding structurally equivalent grammars with the smallest number of different NTS's, 
or with the smallest otal of symbol appearances. Many other simple and compound 
parameters may also be minimized. It should be noted of course that proving the 
existence of a finite algorithm is only a first step toward finding a practical algorithm. 
In particular we look at the "finite" algorithm for testing for structural equivalence as 
presented here as such a first step. Nevertheless, in an area replete with theorems 
beginning "There is no finite procedure fo r . . . " ,  it is gratifying to be able to present 
some more encouraging results. 
An important converse of the problem considered here is that of determining a
complete set of transformations that can be applied to a CFG to produce structurally 
equivalent grammars. 
A related problem, perhaps of even more direct interest is that of converting a given 
CFG when possible into a structurally equivalent grammar having some desirable 
property. An example of a solution to such a problem is the algorithm described in 
Section 7for converting arbitrary CFG's into simple grammars whenever this is possible. 
Another interesting set of questions related to those considered here is that of 
defining and investigating inclusion and intersection relations with reference to 
structure. For example, we might define grammar G 1 as including grammar G2 if G t 
generates every string generated by G2, assigning the same parse trees to each. A 
weaker form of inclusion might be defined by first defining a tree T 1 as covering a tree 
T 2 if T I can be obtained from /'2 by replacing some subtrees of the latter with 
branches leading directly from the subtree roots to the terminal nodes. The definition of 
inclusion can now be weakened by requiring (71 to assign a parse tree covering every 
parse tree assigned by G 2 . 
We may also find it useful to consider other forms of equivalence related to 
structural equivalence. For example, two grammars might be equated if each includes 
the other in the sense of the previous weak definition of inclusion. 
If G 1 and G2 are structurally equivalent and G 1 is ambiguous in that it assigns two 
different parse structures to a particular terminal string, then two possibilities exist. 
I f  the parse trees differ only in the labelling of the nodes (that is, if they are geometri- 
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cally identical) then Gz may or may not also assign two trees to this string. If G 1 assigns 
geometrically different parse trees to some string, then our definition of structural 
equivalence requires that G 2 also assign at least two trees to this string. Hence 
ambiguity is not always preserved over structurally equivalent grammars. 
It is interesting to note that the language generated by any parenthesis grammar is 
deterministic, in that it can be recognized by a deterministic pushdown automation. 
The brackets guide the automaton i identifying the syntactic units of a string. 
APPENDIX (Proof of Theorem 5.3) 
DEFINITION A.1. Let eL and eR be unions of mixed strings of some parenthesis 
grammar, and let e be the equation eL = eR 9 Then 
(a) The kth expansion of e, e tk), is the equation eL k = eR K. 
(b) An equation eis uniform if there is one form p such that p = f(eL) = f(eR). 
(c) Given an equation such thatf(eL) = f(eR), the uniform components of e are the 
members of the set of uniform equations u(e) obtained from e as follows: For each form 
q such that q ~f(eL) or q ~f(e~), construct a member of u(e) hqz = hqR, where 
and 
hqL = {h I f(h) = q, h ~ eL} 
hqR = {h I f (h)  = q, h ~e}R. 
(d) If ~ is a set of mixed strings, then J(O), the germ of [2 is the set of NTS strings 
obtained by deleting all terminal symbols from every member of/2. We define J(e) as 
.[(eL) = J(eR) and if g is a set of equations, J(~) is obtained by taking the germ of 
each constituent equation. 
(e) Given a linear equation e, we define N(e), the nonlinear expansion of e, as the 
set of equations J(u(e~l~)). I f f(ez) ~&f(eR), then N(e) is undefined. 
(f) Letf0(a), the outer form of a mixed string c~ of a parenthesis grammar be obtained 
from ~ by deleting all symbols enclosed in brackets (including other brackets) and 
replacing each matched pair of brackets or NTS in the residue by a $. Example: 
fo([Aa[Bde][gEF]] aA[de] B) = $a$$$. 
Our current goal is to relate the validity of e to that of N(e). 
LEMMA A.1. Let ~a and a z be mixed strings of a parenthesis grammar derived from 
% and w~ respectively and such thatf(ax) = f(o~2). I f  % and o~ 2contain no parentheses, 
then f (%) = f(o~2). 
57x/2/4-9 
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Proof. Suppose f(t01)5&f(w2) and that a~ and c~ 2 are derived from ~o~ and o~ 2
respectively. Then fo(ax) = f (w l )  and fo(o~) = f(w~) (see Definition A.1 f). But it then 
follows that fo(cq) :/& fo(c~2) so that clearly f(cq) ~f(c~2). 
LEMMA A.2. The uniform equation e is k-false in some parenthesis grammar iff J(e) 
is k-false. 
Proof. (a) Suppose J(e) is not k-false. Then let ak be any mixed string in e~ k~ 
derived from a in eL. Let a* be the corresponding string obtained by applying the 
same sequence of rules to J(a). Then c~* ~ (J(eL)) (k). Since J(e) is assumed not to be 
k-false, there exists a mixed string fl* in (J(e)) (~), derived from some string J(fl) such 
that fl ~ eR andf(f l*)  = f(a*) .  Let flk be the string derived from fl by using the same 
sequence of rules that prouced fl* from J(fl). The flk ~ e~ k)- Note that f(f l)  = f (a)  
since e is uniform. The strings ak and a~* differ only in that the terminal symbols of a, 
which are not enclosed in any brackets in ak, have been deleted in ~*. The same 
distinction exists between flk and fl*. Since f (a)  =f( f l ) ,  the same symbols can be 
added in the same relative positions to c~k* and fl* to obtain o~ k and flk respectively. 
Hence, since f(ak*) =f ( f l * )  it follows that f(ak) =f(f lk).  Thus, since c~ k was any 
member of e~ k) we have established that e is not k-false. It follows that if J(e) is not 
k-false, then neither is e, which confirms the "only if" part of the lemma. 
(b) Now assume that e is not k-false. Let a~* be any member of (J(eL)) (~. Then 
a~* ~ (a*) (~) where ~* = J(c 0 and a ~ eL. Let a, be the corresponding mixed string 
derived from a using the same sequence of rules that produced a* from a*. Then 
a~ ~ e~ *) and therefore there exists a string flk such that f(fl~) ~- f(o~) and flk ~ e~ *). 
Suppose that fl is the member of e~ from which fl, was derived, that is fl, ~ fl(~). Then 
let fl* be the string obtained by applying to J(fl) the same rules that generated fl~ from 
ft. Since/3* differs from fl, only in that the terminal symbols lying outside all paren- 
theses have been deleted, and a* differs from a~ in the same manner, it follows that 
f (a*)  =f ( f l * ) .  Therefore J(e) is not k-false and the " i f"  part of the lemma is 
established. 
THEOREM 5.3. I f  e is a linear equation of a parenthesis grammar then: 
(a) I f  e is valid, so is N(e). 
(b) I f  e is k-false, then N(e) is (k -- 1)-false. 
Proof. (a) Suppose N(e) is false. Then for some integer j, it contains a j-false 
equation d*. By Definition 5.2, there exists an equation d of u(e x) such that J(d) ~- d*, 
and by Lemma A.2 d is also j-false. Then for some mixed string ~j in d~ '1 there is no 
mixed string fl~. such that f(flj) =f (~- )  and f i j~d~ ~). By Definition (A.1) of u(e(1)), 
(x~ ~ e{~ +1~. Suppose now that there is a flj ~ e~ +1~ such thatf(flj) = f (~) .  Then, again 
by definition of u(e m) there must be an equation g ~ u(e ~1)) such that fli ~g~}. Since 
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the conditions of Lemma A.1 are satisfied by all terms in every member of u(e ~1)) 
(except for the parenthesis pair embracing each term, which is matched of course by 
every term of e ") for i > 1, and may hence be ignored) it follows from that lemma that 
i f f(a~) =f( f l~)  then f(gR) ~f(dL).  But then, by definition of u(e(1)), gR = dR and 
we have flj ~ d~ ~, a contradiction. Hence there is no flj in e~ +1) such thatf(fl j) = f (~)  
and therefore e is ( j  + 1)-false. Thus if N(e) is false, so is e, a conclusion equivalent o 
part (a) of the theorem. 
(b) Now assume that e is k-false. Then there exists a mixed string ~ in e~ ) such 
that for no flk in e~ ) is f(flk) ----f(~k). Then by definition of u(e 1) there must be an 
equation d in u(e 1) such that ~ ~ d~ k-~). But there can be no flk in dtL k-~) such that 
f(flk) =f(~k)  or else that same flk would be in e~ k}. Thus d is (k --  1)-false, and by 
Lemma A.2 it follows that J(d) is also (k -- 1)-false. By definition A.1 of N(e), the 
conclusion that N(e) is (k - -  1)-false may then be drawn, concluding the proof of 
part (b) of the theorem. 
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